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Abstract: Layered two-dimensional crystal systems can exhibit complex interlayer interactions, 

which are influenced by local crystal structure and/or electronic variations.  Here, we study the 

influence of defects in twisted bilayer graphene (TBG) using Raman spectroscopy.  We explore 

the varied influence of defects on three characteristic Raman modes of both fully-defected TBG, 

with defects introduced in both layers, and half-defected TBG, with defects introduced in only a 

single layer.  The resonance condition responsible for a strong enhancement of the G peak is 

sensitive to structural disorder and is quenched within a radius ~3 nm of defects, while the twist-

angle dependence of the 2D peak is influenced only at the site of structural disorder (~1 nm 

radius). 

 

1. Introduction 

Building upon the development of graphene[1] and other two-dimensional (2D) materials,[2,3] 

the diversity of layered systems has expanded through the stacking of planar materials into van 

der Waals (vdW) films and heterosystems.[4,5]  Among the most elementary of such systems is 

a stack of two rotated, electronically-coupled graphene sheets: twisted bilayer graphene 

(TBG).[6–11]  Adding one degree of freedom, the angle of misorientation between layers (twist 

angle), TBG allows the tailoring of a range of electronic and optical properties[12–15] while 

maintaining the linear band structure of graphene near the Dirac point.[6,16,17] 

Raman spectroscopy provides a standard, non-destructive, and data-rich means of characterizing 

graphenic (sp
2
 carbon) systems, revealing structure, strain, doping, defect density, and defect 

type.[18–22]  In the case of TBG, interlayer interactions modulate graphene’s electronic 

structure,[8–10] particularly at energies where the Dirac cones overlap, leading to the emergence 



of twist angle-dependent saddle point van Hove singularities in the TBG density of states.[23]  

As a consequence, the Raman signature of TBG varies with twist angle (), producing a strong 

enhancement in the G peak for a critical angle at which the excitation laser is resonant with the 

van Hove singularities and exhibiting a complex influence on the 2D (or G’) peak.  

The D peak, forbidden by symmetry, is a measure of disorder in the Raman spectrum of 

graphene, and is also influenced by  in TBG.  As may be anticipated, this influence is similar to 

that exhibited on the second order 2D peak.  However, in the case of the D peak, analysis is 

complicated by the concurrent influence of defects on the interlayer interactions inherent to 

TBG.  As defects are introduced in one or both layers of TBG, the atomic and electronic 

structures of each layer, and of the coupled system, are altered.[24]  As a result, an improved 

understanding of the Raman spectra of defective TBG is necessary to facilitate the study of 

defective or chemically-modified TBG and to extend earlier studies of ion irradiated 

graphene[19,25] and carbon nanotubes.[26,27]  Already, the chemical-modification of TBG has 

been explored and modeled.[28,29]  DFT simulations have elucidated the influence of structural 

defects on the electronic structure of TBG films.  In recent work, M. Kalbac et al. studied the 

influence of ion bombardment on the Raman spectra of TBG for uncoupled, non-resonant twist 

domains, and revealed an enhanced self-annealing process in the lower layer, but did not report 

on the relationship between twist angle, defects, and coupling in the system.[30] 

In this work, we explore the complex relationship between twist angle, defect density, and inter-

layer coupling in TBG using Raman spectroscopy and optical microscopy, with ion irradiation as 

our means to controllably introduce defects.  We compare TBG having defects introduced in 

both layers with TBG having defects introduced in only one of the two layers. 

2. Sample Preparation 

Monolayer graphene is grown by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition in Cu foil 

“enclosures.”[31,32] TBG is produced on a 100 nm SiO2/Si substrate by two sequential transfers 

of monolayer graphene using a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) film and wet chemical 

processing, as described previously.[11] In some cases, PMMA residues may persist following 

wet chemical transfer of graphene, the removal of which has motivated extensive process 

development.[33]  However, the stacking of graphene into bilayer films can lead to a so-called 



“self-cleaning” process for interlayer residues[34]. We have previously shown that more than 

95% of stacked bilayer films can be in intimate contact that leads to electronic hybridization, 

despite the relatively “dirty” transfer process.[11] During this self-cleaning process, interlayer 

residues diffuse into isolated hydrocarbon islands[34] (typically a few hundred nanometers in 

diameter) that can compose <5% of the total area.  

The resulting sample has both TBG and monolayer regions. Interlayer coupling within the TBG 

region can be confirmed by optical microscopy, where a “stained glass window” effect 

characteristic of TBG[11] is visible when domains are in resonance with specific photons 

energies of the white light (Figure 1a).  We have previously quantified the relationship between 

“colored” TBG domains observed under white light microscopy and the twist angle specific to an 

individual color.[11] For example, the three primary TBG domains distinguishable in optical 

microscopy are: “blue” ( = 11°±1°), “red” ( =13°±1°), and “yellow” ( =15°±1°) (Figure 1a), 

where these twist angles have been independently confirmed via diffraction measurements.[11]  

We note that twist angle variations resulting from local wrinkling and morphological defects of 

the graphene films can introduce rotational disorder across a single domain[35]. As such, for the 

work presented here we select only those TBG domains that express a single uniform color in the 

optical microscope.  In the remaining colorless domains ( <10 and  >16), the resonance 

condition occurs at wavelengths (i.e., energies) outside of the visible spectrum.  

To further identify the twist angle of colorless TBG domains, we use Raman spectroscopy. We 

perform measurements of TBG by confocal Raman spectroscopy using a custom system with 

488 nm (2.54 eV) laser light focused on the sample with a 50× objective lens (NA = 0.65) to a 

spot size of  approximately 0.4 um and power of approximately 3 mW at the sample.  With 

Raman mapping, we collect micro-Raman spectra across multiple twist angle domains.   By 

measuring the integrated intensity of the 2D peak (Int(2D)), together with optical microscopy, 

we can distinguish five twist angle ranges: “large” (>16°), “small” (<10°), and three distinctly 

colored domains with twist angles between 10° and 16° described above.[10] 

A range of defect densities was selected to span the first two stages of amorphization in graphitic 

systems (i.e., ‘Stage 1’ and ‘Stage 2’).[36]  In Stage 1, where defect densities are less than 

≈1×10
13

 cm
-2

, graphene becomes increasingly nanocrystalline due to the formation of spatially 

isolated defects.  For higher defect densities, Stage 2, graphene becomes increasingly amorphous 



as defected regions begin to coalesce. This trend can be observed in the Raman spectra and is 

characterized by an initial increase in D/G intensity ratio in Stage 1 (up to about 3:1) followed by 

a decline and leveling off at a 1:1 ratio in Stage 2. There is also increased dispersion of the G 

peak in Stage 2.[36]  Unique to TBG, we note that as the defect density increases, the “stained 

glass window” optical effect described earlier is lost, leaving the TBG film colorless (Figure 1b). 

2.1. Fully-Defected Twisted Bilayer Graphene 

For fully-defected TBG (fTBG), defects are simultaneously introduced into both layers by 35 

keV C ion irradiation using a range of known fluences (1×10
13

 cm
-2

 to 1×10
15

 cm
-2

), producing 

fTBG with a range of defect densities (6×10
11

 cm
-2

 to 6×10
13

 cm
-2

 per layer).  Defect densities 

are estimated from the D/G ratio of Raman spectra taken in neighboring monolayer regions, on 

the basis of earlier published results correlating Raman spectra with defect densities measured by 

scanning tunneling microscopy.[19]  Our estimated defect densities correspond to a defect 

generation yield of 6%, which is consistent with previous experimental results and theoretical 

predictions for equivalent ion bombardment conditions.[25,37] 

Prior to ion irradiation, interlayer coupling in TBG is confirmed by Raman spectroscopy.  We 

observe the characteristic resonant enhancement of the Raman G peak and twist angle 

dependence of the 2D peak,[9,10] as will be discussed later.  Additionally, we note the 

appearance of the twist angle-dependent R and R` peaks.[38]  The R peak is seen for twist angles 

near the resonance, where its intensity is enhanced, and R` for some small twist angles as a 

shoulder on the G peak.  By analyzing the position of the R peak and comparing with earlier 

studies,[39] we verify that the twist angle ranges for yellow- and red-colored domains agree with 

those measured by LEED in earlier work.[11]  We also note the appearance of a peak near 1340 

cm
-1

 which has been previously identified as a “D-like” mode activated not by structural defects 

but by the interlayer periodic potential of TBG.[39,40]  As expected, this mode appears at large 

twist angles, but is not clearly observed at smaller twist angles (including all angles below 16°).  

These spectral features are demonstrated in Figure 1c, which includes representative spectra of 

pristine TBG for a collection of twist angles. 

It is known that the intensity ratio of the D to D` peaks provides insight into the nature of defects 

present in monolayer graphene.  For vacancy-like defects, this ratio is ~7, increasing for sp
3
-type 



defects and decreasing for grain boundaries.[21]  After ion bombardment, Figure 1d presents a 

scatterplot of D/G integrated intensity versus D`/G integrated intensity for TBG with a total 

defect density of ~1×10
13

 cm
-2

.  D/D` ratios of 7 fall along the black line indicated on the plot, 

which tracks our data set closely for monolayer graphene, TBG with a large twist angle, and 

TBG at a resonant twist angle.  This suggests that the defects present in our films are 

predominantly vacancy-type defects, as expected following bombardment with 35 keV C ions.  

Analysis of the D/D` ratio for twist angles below resonance is complicated by the appearance of 

the R` peak, which is convoluted with the D` peak.  As a result, for small twist angles the D/D` 

ratio is measured to be erroneously low (~5).  This feature is believed to suggest only limitations 

in data analysis, rather than novel physics in the material system.  A complete data set for all 

twist angle ranges is presented in Supplemental Figure 1. 

2.2. Half-Defected Twisted Bilayer Graphene 

We also consider half-defected TBG (hTBG), containing defects only in the lower graphene 

layer, which is produced by a slightly different processing order.  To fabricate hTBG, CVD 

monolayer graphene is first transferred to SiO2 and defects are introduced by bombardment with 

a non-rastered 150 eV Ar+ ion beam centered on the sample.  The Gaussian-like beam flux 

results in spatially varying ion fluence over a millimeter length scale, leading to a range of defect 

densities (2×10
12

 to 9×10
13

 cm
-2

).  Afterwards, a second pristine graphene layer is transferred on 

top of this defected layer, and local Raman mapping is performed in regions with the desired 

defect densities to identify large, small, and resonant TBG domains. 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1.Fully-Defected Twisted Bilayer Graphene 

To begin quantifying the effects of defects in TBG, we first explore the relationship between 

twist angle () and the D peak and 2D peak full-width at half maximum (FWHM). Figure 2a 

shows both the D and 2D FWHM plotted in comparison to published 2D data (grey lines).[9]  

The similar trends between the 2D and D peaks are intuitive, owing to the fact that the 2D mode 

is the second order of the D mode.   It is important to note, however, that the D peak arises only 

from Raman scattering in the activated region within a few nanometers of a defect site,[19] 



whereas the 2D peak is sensitive to scattering throughout the graphene lattice. Thus, if a lattice 

defect in one layer of TBG were to induce interlayer decoupling over a sufficiently large area, 

the D peak would be invariant with respect to θ (Supplemental Figure 2). In contrast, the 

observed twist angle dependence in our results suggests that the decoupling radius in fTBG is 

small relative to the radius of this activated region (~ 3 nm) in which the D peak arises. 

In Figure 2b, we follow the Raman spectral progression of TBG with large  (>16°) over a range 

of defect densities.  These spectra correspond well to the characteristic Raman spectra of 

graphitic carbon evolving from highly ordered (Stage 1) to highly disordered (Stage 2).[36] 

Likewise, in Figure 2c we follow a similar progression for resonant  (~14), which has a 

substantial enhancement of the G peak in defect-free TBG.  It should be noted that, while the 

Raman intensity scale is constant within each figure, the intensity scale is enlarged in Figure 2c 

to visualize the strong enhancement of the G peak (approximately 25× at resonance).  A notable 

feature in this progression is the precipitous loss of resonant G peak enhancement in fTBG, even 

at defect densities of 1×10
13

 defects/cm
2
.  In Figure 2d, representative Raman spectra are shown 

for small  (<10). 

For increasing defect densities, Raman spectra evolve toward twist-angle independence as 

defected regions coalesce and the crystalline carbon film evolves towards amorphous carbon in 

Stage 2.  In Figure 3a, we plot the relationship between  and the 2D peak integrated intensity 

(Int(2D)) with increasing defect density.  Here, intensity is represented as a function of total 

defect density (defects/cm
2
) contained in both layers (approximately twice that of the monolayer 

reference).  Although the upper layer may possess a slightly higher defect density, resulting from 

enhanced self-annealing in the lower layer,[30] this asymmetry will not influence our subsequent 

analysis, which depends only upon the average defect density in the bilayer.  For each defect 

density in Fig. 2a, Int(2D) is normalized relative to single-layer graphene (termed ‘r.s.l’).  The 

influence of defects on the  dependence of Int(D) is presented in Figure 3b.  In both cases, for 

nearly pristine films, Int(D) and Int(2D) for  < 10 are approximately equal to those of the 

monolayer, while for  > 16 Int(D) and Int(2D) are approximately twice that of the monolayer.   

As the film evolves from pristine graphene to amorphous carbon, Int(2D) for  > 16  falls to 

that of the monolayer, while for  < 10 the relative intensity remains unchanged.  The 



normalized G peak intensity (r.s.l.) on non-resonant twist domains exhibits a similar progression 

during ion bombardment (Supplemental Figure 3).  The resonant angle depends on the laser 

wavelength and we observe no change in this angle as defect density increases. 

Figure 3c shows the evolution of the G peak integrated intensity (Int(G)) in a resonant domain as 

a function of the distance between defects (LD), including defects in both layers.  As-fabricated 

TBG exhibits a strong enhancement of the G peak at twist angles resonant with the excitation 

laser and the magnitude of this enhancement monotonically decreases with defect introduction 

throughout Stage 1.  In pristine TBG, the Int(G) of a resonant domain (~14°) is enhanced by a 

factor of approximately 30× relative to a non-resonant domain.  At a defect density of 6×10
13

 cm
-

2
 (i.e., in Stage 2), Int(G) in the resonant domain has fallen to approximately 1 relative to a non-

resonant domain.  While some variation in Int(G) is expected within a single domain due to 

rotational disorder[35], the significant decrease in Int(G) here is attributed to introduced point 

defects. 

In Figure 3d we show the influence of defect density on the TBG 2D and D peaks by plotting the 

ratio of integrated intensities for large ( > 16) and small ( < 10) twist angle domains (the 

coupling factor).  This yields a self-consistent standard to quantify defect density in TBG, 

independent of a monolayer reference, and may be more representative under certain 

experimental conditions.  For example, under chemical modification, monolayer and bilayer 

graphene exhibit different reactivity,[28,41,42] such that one cannot assume a comparable defect 

density on the monolayer, thus necessitating a TBG-based metric.  For pristine TBG films, the 

coupling factor is ~ 2.4, and falls to ~ 1 in highly defected samples.  The coupling factor decays 

with increasing defect density for both the D and 2D peaks.  The only deviation from this curve 

occurs for the D peak at low defect density (~1×10
-12

 cm
-2

).  The D coupling factor is not shown 

for pristine TBG, where this peak is negligible. 

To better interpret these results, we model the system to consider the percentage of the TBG 

sheet decoupled by ion bombardment.  We assume that each defect site induces decoupling over 

a circular area with some decoupling radius (r), where “decoupling” is defined by the evolution 

of the coupling factor towards 1 (i.e. Raman spectra become  independent), and can therefore 

occur over different length scales depending on the spectral feature of interest.  As G peak 

enhancement and 2D peak coupling factor exhibit distinct decoupling behavior, we assign each 



an independent decoupling radius, rG and r2D.  After the introduction of σ defects / cm
2
, each of 

which induces decoupling within a radius r from the defect site, the probability that a randomly 

selected location remains coupled (i.e. sits further than one decoupling radius from the nearest 

defect site) is: 

𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 1 − 𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝑒−𝜋𝜎𝑟
2
 

Here, farea is the fraction of the surface within one decoupling radius of the nearest defect.  This 

model follows the work of Lucchese et al., where the area fraction of the structurally disordered 

region derives from an equivalent calculation.[19] Fitting this curve to our experimental data, we 

calculate the decoupling radius based on measurements of the G peak and, independently, the 2D 

peak.  This does assume, however, that the defect sites in the upper and lower layers are 

uncorrelated.  As it is possible for the generation of a defect in the upper layer to influence the 

creation of a defect in the lower layer (e.g. by collision cascades), we also consider the influence 

of this correlation on our calculation of decoupling radii.  In the limit of full-correlation, where 

each defect in the lower layer resides directly below a defect in the upper layer, the effective total 

defect density (for purposes of decoupling) would be half of that calculated in our analysis.  

Although we do not measure the degree of correlation experimentally, by fitting Equation 1 to 

these fully-correlated plots (Supplemental Figure 4) we determine a range of decoupling radii 

which represent uncorrelated and correlated defects.  We calculate a decoupling radius for the 

2D peak (r2D) between 0.82 nm and 1.2 nm (uncorrelated to perfectly correlated), and a 

decoupling radius for the G peak (rG) between 2.2 nm and 3.1 nm.  These lengths are comparable 

to rS and rD reported by Lucchese et al. in a study of the D peak in monolayer graphene.[19]  In 

that work, a single defect created a structurally disordered region 1 nm in radius, surrounded by 

an activated region 3 nm in radius which followed from the Raman relaxation length in their 

system.  Our results suggest that the TBG 2D peak is modulated only by the introduction of 

structural disorder in the lattice of one or both layers, and that the layers of fTBG are not 

decoupled until the band structure of one or both layers is structurally modified.  In contrast, the 

larger decoupling radius for the enhancement of the G peak implies that resonant enhancement 

near the Van Hove singularities is quenched in the symmetry-breaking activated region where 

the lifetime of the excited state is sufficiently long to allow interaction with the defect.  As a 

result, the G peak resonant enhancement is more sensitive to changes in the atomic structure of 



one or both layers.  The effects of resonance and decoupling can also be presented by the more 

conventional D/G intensity ratio, where G peak enhancement exhibits a strong influence in 

resonant domains.  The D/G ratio for several representative twist angles is shown as a function of 

defect density in Supplemental Figure 5. 

3.2. Half-Defected Twisted Bilayer Graphene 

In contrast to the fTBG results, we find hTBG decouples at lower defect densities. Raman 

analysis of monolayer regions in both fTBG and hTBG provides a comparison between samples 

to ensure comparable defect densities (Figures 4a and 4b).  Following the analysis employed for 

fTBG, we plot G peak enhancement factor (Figure 4c) and 2D peak coupling factor (Figure 4d) 

for hTBG as a function of defect density.  The most obvious difference for hTBG is the rapid 

onset of decoupling.  For films with 1×10
13

 defects/cm
2
 the Raman spectra have nearly achieved 

full twist angle independence, a state not achieved in fTBG until introducing a factor 10× more 

defects (1×10
14

 defects/cm
2
).  Fitting with Equation 1, we observe large decoupling lengths of 

3.4 nm for both the G and 2D peaks (fits shown).  Unlike fTBG, we observe quantitatively 

similar behavior for G and 2D peaks in hTBG, suggesting that a different mechanism contributes 

to decoupling in this system.  The D/G intensity ratios for hTBG are shown in Supplemental 

Figure 6.  Unlike fTBG, and due to the rapid onset of decoupling, the three twist angle ranges 

shown exhibit a similar trend in the D/G intensity ratio.  Decoupling radii calculated in this work 

for both fTBG and hTBG are summarized in Table 1. 

We cannot rule out the possibility that the different fabrication procedures for hTBG and fTBG 

could lead to slightly different coupling behaviors. Under certain conditions, water[43,44] and 

hydrocarbons[34] are encapsulated below and between graphene sheets.  In fTBG samples, 

formed by stacking pristine monolayers, the resulting bilayer has >95% of the film directly 

coupled, with localized islands of debris formed through an apparent “self-cleaning” process.[34] 

In contrast, hTBG is formed by first introducing defects in the bottom monolayer and then 

transferring a pristine layer on top. The defects in the bottom layer may influence the diffusion of 

interlayer adsorbates into localized islands (i.e. the so called “self-cleaning” process).  If the 

defects in the bottom layer of hTBG can trap a small volume of material averaging 3.4 nm in 

radius surrounding each defect site, then decoupling of the bilayer could occur by physical 

separation from interlayer material.  Since the trapping of intercalated material by this process 



simply reduces the total area of coupled TBG, if the separation area is larger than the activated 

region surrounding the defect, both the G and 2D Raman peaks will be influenced identically.  

Furthermore, we note that the D peak coupling factor is lower in hTBG than fTBG, suggesting 

increased prevalence of the decoupling mechanism shown in Supplemental Figure 2a, and 

consistent with the trapping of interlayer material. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, we have measured the influence of structural defects on the Raman spectra of TBG, 

and the interlayer decoupling induced by ion bombardment.  The differing influence of disorder 

on the twist angle dependence of graphene Raman modes is demonstrated and explained.  Defect 

introduction by ion bombardment induces interlayer decoupling on the scale of 1 nm, while 

dampening of the characteristic G peak resonance extends into the activated region within ~3 nm 

of a vacancy.  We find that the influence of defects pre-existing before layer stacking is greater, 

possibly due to the trapping of interlayer material at defect sites.  The results of this study 

provide a framework for the characterization of defected TBG, a foundation for the more general 

study of defects in coupled van der Waals heterostructures, and a material system with potential 

applications in a wide range of fields, including sensing and optoelectronics. 
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Figure 1: Optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy of twisted bilayer graphene.  a, Unfiltered optical image of 

TBG on 100nm SiO2/Si before ion bombardment showing the “yellow”, “red”, and “blue” domains observed under white 

light microscopy . b, Equivalent optical image of the same area in (a) following ion bombardment with a fluence of 1×1015 

cm-2 (estimated defect density of 6×1013 cm-2 per layer). c) Representative spectra for several twist angles in pristine TBG.  

R (ω < ωG) and R` (ω > ωG) peaks are indicated by black arrows, and the spectral region occupied by the D-like mode 

specific to TBG is indicated by a grey bar.  d) The relative integrated intensities of the D and G modes and of the D` and G 

modes respectively for fTBG following ion bombardment to a fluence of 1×1013 cm-2 (corresponding to a defect spacing of 

2.9 nm, including both layers).  A solid black line is shown which corresponds to a D/D` ratio of 7 and follows the data 

closely. The resonance condition arising near 14° (orange points) reduces the D/G and D`/G ratios but does not substantially 

influence the D/D` ratio.   



 

 

Figure 2: Raman spectra of fTBG as a function of twist angle. Defect densities indicated on each curve are total defect 

densities, including both graphene layers in units of cm-2.  The defect density is approximately twice that of the graphene 

monolayer.  a, Variation in D and 2D peak width as a function of twist angle.  Samples were previously ion bombarded with a 

fluence of 1×1014 (estimated defect density of 6×1012).  Data are shown together with data from reference [9] (solid grey lines) 

which has been scaled to bring the curves in registry with the FWHM from our monolayer reference (indicated by grey dotted 

lines). b, Representative Raman spectra of TBG with a large misorientation angle (>16°) for a range of defect densities.  c, 

Representative spectra at the critical twist angle, resonant with 488 nm laser excitation (near 14°). d, Representative spectra with 

a small misorientation angle (<10°). 
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Figure 3: Variation in the Raman spectra of fTBG as a function of defect density. a, Variations in 2D peak intensity as a 

function of twist angle and defect density.  For each defect density, average 2D intensity is shown for five distinct twist angle 

ranges.  Solid lines are included as a guide to the eye.  Defect densities indicated are total defect densities, including both 

graphene layers.  b, Variation in D peak intensity are similarly represented.  Again, solid lines are included as a guide to the eye.  

D peak intensity data is not included for pristine graphene.  c, Variations in G peak enhancement as a function of distance 

between defects (including both graphene layers).  Data are fitted based on Equation 1 (Pcoupled×GMax+(1-Pcoupled)×Gmin) using a 

radius of 2.2 nm (grey curve).  d, Variation in D and 2D peak coupling factor as a function of distance between defects (including 

both graphene layers).  2D peak intensity is fitted based on Equation 1 with a radius of 0.82 nm (grey curve).  No fit is presented 

for the D peak, but for defect densities above ~1×1013 cm-2, the D peak coupling factor follows that of the 2D peak. 
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Figure 4: Raman spectra of hTBG as a function of defect density. Defect densities indicated on each curve are in units of   

cm-2.  a, Representative Raman spectra of the monolayer reference samples from our fTBG sample, from which defect density is 

estimated.  b, Representative Raman spectra of our hTBG sample before transfer of the pristine upper layer, by which defect 

densities are estimated in agreement with our fTBG sample.  c, Variation in G peak enhancement in hTBG as a function of defect 

density, with the grey curve fit calculated based on Equation 1 for a radius of 3.5 nm.  d, Variation in D and 2D coupling factors 

for hTBG, with the grey curve fit based on Equation 1, also for a radius of 3.5 nm. 
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Table 1: Fitting parameters for decoupling of defected TBG. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample Parameter Length 

Fully-Defected r2D 0.82 nm 

Uncorrelated Defects rG 2.4 nm 

Fully-Defected r2D 1.2 nm 

Correlated Defects rG 3.4 nm 

Half-Defected r2D 3.4 nm 

 rG 3.4 nm 


